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Abstract
The purpose of current survey was to investigate any relation between the normal body temperature with the shape of mouth Al-

most 200 individual were contributed in the present survey For the measurement of body temperature, we took digital thermometer

and measure the body temperature of every student and mentioned their temperature on the questionnaire. An investigation was
set to find any relation between the normal body temperature with the shape of mouth. We come to know from the current survey
that the normal body temperature had no scientific relation with the shape of mouth because the p-vale is greater than 0.1 that’s why
considered as non-significant.			
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Introduction
The degree of hotness is called temperature of the body. The

normal body temperature of human is 98.5 and 37. If the tempe-

rature becomes high then the condition referred as fever [1]. Temperature is lower in men than in women and higher in children as

compared to adults. Temperature in the body is lower as compared
to whole day in the morning [2,3]. Hence if you noticed that your

body temperature is higher in the morning than that is very abnormal thing. The instrument which is used for the measurement

of body temperature is called thermometer. Digital thermometer
also avail in the market which gives you number on the screen of
thermometer [4].

Mouth shape is an important factor which plays an impor-

tant role in the personality of a person. There are various types

The purpose of current survey was to investigate any relation

between the normal body temperature with the shape of mouth

Material and Method
•
•

•

Almost 200 individuals were contributed in the present
survey

For the measurement of body temperature, we took digital thermometer and measure the body temperature of
every student and mentioned their temperature on the
questionnaire.
An investigation was set to find any relation between the
normal body temperature with the shape of mouth.

Statistical analysis

Statistical investigation was done with the help of t-Test and

MS-Excel.

of mouth shapes such as laughing mouth, sad mouth, Aggressive mouth, crescent mon shaped mouth, Reverse boat out shape,

Result and Discussion

lips mouth, oval shaped mouth etc. these all mouth shapes have

certain or special characteristics like laughing mouth shape is one

mouth was given in Table 1. Table 1 clear that there exists no scien-

sad mouth who seems sad. But here we will focus on oval shaped

tific type relationship between the normal body temperature with
why we said that the result was non- significant.

round mouth, square mouth shape, lotus shaped mouth, cherry
who seems smile.IN contrast to laughing mouth shape we have
mouth and round shad mouth [5-9].

Relation of normal temperature of body with the shape of

the shape of mouth because the value of p is greater than 0.1 that’s
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Gender

Round shape
mouth

Oval shape mouth p-Value

Male

97.25 ± 2.37

82.15 ± 35.71

Female

96.67 ± 1.96

Combined 96.92 ± 0.45

97.04 1 ±. 59

89.59 ± 10.52

0.26
0.30
0.23

Table 1: Regular Body Temperature Association with the
shape of Mouth (Mean ± SD).
(p>0.1 hence p considered as non-significant)
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An investigation was set to find any relation of normal body

temperature with the shape of mouth.

Conclusion

We come to know from the current survey that the normal body

temperature had no scientific relation with the shape of mouth
because the p-vale is greater than 0.1 that’s why considered as
non-significant.
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